
 
 

 
July 25, 2021        Seventeenth Sunday in Ordinary Time 
 

We all have our hopes and our dreams. One of the tasks of life is to keep our hopes and our dreams alive. 
That can sometimes be difficult. Our hopes and dreams are not always well received by others. We can be  
told that we are unrealistic, that we should settle for less. Yet, we need our hopes and dreams; they can 
motivate us to move much further in life than we might otherwise move. We might not always reach the goal of 
our hopes and dreams, but in reaching for that goal we grow as human beings. In many ways, we are defined 
more by what we aim for than by what we can do. It is our personal hopes, dreams and goals that shape us. 
Yes, is true in a sense that our hopes, dreams, and goals can be unrealistic; however, they challenge us to 
look beyond reality as it is and   to move towards something better and richer. 

In the gospel reading, Jesus looks out on a very large hungry crowd. His dream, his hope, was that they could    
be fed, even though the place was remote. His question to Philip, ‘Where can we buy some bread for these 
people to eat?’ could be understood as a way of testing the significance and concern of Philip’s own dreams     
and hopes for these people. Philip’s missionary response suggests that he did not really share Jesus’ hopes 
and dreams, for this crowd that had come out to him, ‘Two hundred denarii would only but enough to give  
them a small piece each’. Philip saw the problem in financial terms, and quickly concluded that there was no 
practical financial solution to the problem of feeding all those people. Philip was being realistic, but Jesus was 
teaching him to have bigger dreams and better hopes for those gathered. We can sometimes easily allow 
financial considerations to block our hopes and dreams. But we know a great deal can be accomplished and 
great good can be done even in the absence of money. The most precious gifts we have to offer others are not 
financial ones, but gifts of friendship, love, respect, understanding, acceptance, and forgiveness, the gifts of 
time and of offering a listening ear, and the gift of a compassionate heart. These are the gifts that work little 
everyday miracles. Even when our financial resources are very low, we can lift-up the lives of our sisters and 
brothers in significant ways. We can never underestimate the resources we have within us along with God’s 
blessings among us to enhance the lives of others.  

When Philip thought purely in financial terms, the other disciple in the gospel reading, Andrew, recognized        
that there were some resources among the crowd who needed feeding, but he considered them hopelessly 
inadequate, ‘There is a small boy here with five barley loaves and two fish; but what will that do for so many?’ 
Even though he was beginning to look in the right direction, he could not allow himself to share Jesus’ 
unrealistic dreams and hopes that this crowd could be fed in this remote place. Jesus worked a miracle 
through the insufficient resources that were given to him and, as a result, the apparent impossible came to 
pass. The comment of Philip and the question of Andrew, both of which suggested that nothing could be done, 
gave way before the powerful word and actions of Jesus. 

The Lord will continue to work miracles in our life situations that seem hopeless and lacking in potential. We 
know that Lord continues to have hopes and dreams for all of us as we are searching for fullness and 
sustenance in life. He invites us to keep sharing in his hopes and dreams for ourselves and others, rather than 
allow ourselves to become bitter and pessimistic because the situation seems so overwhelming. The Lord calls 
on us to trust that, even when our resources seem small and the situation facing us seems to overwhelm us, 
his power at work in and through us can accomplish far more than we could imagine or hope for on our own. 
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